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Back on top: Executive MBA Bucharest again best MBA program in Romania 

Romania’s largest and most prestigious financial newspaper, „Ziarul Financiar” 

(ZF), again ranks the WU Executive Academy’s MBA program in Romania No. 1 in 

the most important MBA survey of the year. The Executive MBA Bucharest scoring 

4.76 out of 5 points was listed in the top 2 positions of all 9 categories of the 

ranking; in six of these categories the program was even placed first: 

„Improvement of management skills“, “Practical relevance”, “Internationality”, 

“Quality of the modules”, “Personal development” and “Quality of logistics” . 

More than 220 managers, who graduated in 2013, participated in the 7th online survey of 

ZF. This survey builds the basis for the most prestigious MBA ranking in the Romanian 

market, with 8 business schools participating, including 4 MBA and 4 Executive MBA 

programs. 

“We are delighted that the Executive MBA has again proven to be the leading MBA program 

in the Romanian educational market. I would like to take this opportunity to thank our 

alumni for their vote of confidence and all the faculty and staff involved in the program for 

their efforts, commitment and dedication to make our program what it is today”, says Prof. 

Bodo B. Schlegelmilch, Dean of the WU Executive Academy. 

“I liked the WU-Executive MBA program because it is a world-class academic exercise. It is at 

the same time a very fulfilling intellectual challenge. The well-balanced curriculum takes the 

participants through the complete range of disciplines and prepares them for doing business 

on a global scale. The professors are exceptional, the case studies and study materials are 

best-of-breed and the schedule is very well thought out. What I particularly liked about the 

program was its focus on the global perspective. It does not teach you how to do business 

(only) in Romania or (only) in Austria. It prepares you to understand and leverage the 

cultural differences in the globalized business world. I believe this global perspective makes 

the program stand out from others. I am glad to see it on top of the ZF list, it’s a place well 

deserved”, says Bogdan Cioc, Consulting Manager, Development Delivery Unit, SAP Romania 

SRL. 
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WU Executive Academy – Executive Education at the Highest International Level 

The WU Executive Academy of the Vienna University of Economics and Business (WU), 

Europe’s largest business university, brings more than 100 years of experience and an 

excellent reputation to the field of executive education and belongs to the leading business 

universities worldwide.  

The executive education portfolio of the WU Executive Academy includes MBA and Master of 

Laws programs, university certificate programs, open and custom programs. In recent years, 

it has become one of the leading providers in Central and Eastern Europe. As part of the WU, 

the WU Executive Academy is EQUIS (European Quality Improvement System) accredited. 

EQUIS is an internationally recognized accreditation system offered by the European 

Foundation of Management. Moreover, the outstanding quality of the MBA programs has 

been recognized by AMBA (Association of MBAs) awarding its renowned global accreditation. 

With this, the WU Executive Academy is one of only two business universities in the German-

speaking world to meet the high quality standards of both accreditations. 

Current achievements of the WU Executive Academy: 

 Financial Times European Business School Ranking (2013): # 42 

 Financial Times Executive MBA Ranking (2013):  

o # 46 worldwide 

o # 15 in EU,  

o # 5 in DACH 

 Personal Magazin (2013): Among the Top 40 business schools worldwide 

 Ziarul Financiar MBA Ranking (2014): #1 MBA in Romania 

Each year, as many as 900 graduate students and about 1,200 managers, experts and high 

potential from over 75 countries study in our executive education programs. At present, 

residencies and programs are conducted in more than 15 countries on three continents. 

Being part of the WU, the WU Executive Academy provides access to the expertise of some 

1200 faculty members and countless experts in more than 200 partner universities all over 

the world. The knowledge we provide is of immediate practical relevance and is kept up-to-

date through our scientific research capabilities. 

The faculty of the WU Executive Academy consists of both internationally renowned 

professors and top executives. Together, they provide the latest scientifically-based 

knowledge and in-depth views of state-of-the-art applications of management models. 

The new campus WU 

In September 2013, the WU and the WU Executive Academy moved to the new “Campus 

WU” near the city center and adjacent to one of Vienna’s largest parks. The WU Executive 

Academy building was designed by the Spanish architects NO.MAD Arquitectos. It resides in 

a square-sided tower comprising seven floors, featuring a front made of glass and aluminum. 

Both sky and nature are mirrored in the building, which blends perfectly into its 

surroundings. The new campus offers world-class facilities and state-of-the art resources to 

the students, enabling the WU Executive Academy to provide first class executive education.  

 


